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The grievant was on a 12-hour workday schedule.
dispute.
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On 5/11 an employee on the day shift called in sick and the grievant was not called in because it
would have resulted in him working more than 16 consecutive hours.

"...Such Relief shift employee shall be considered available at any hour of the day and on any
day of the week unless:
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(4)

he is already committed to the extended (one week or more) relief of another shift
employee or employees.

(b)

such assignment would require him to work more than 16 consecutive hours or would
provide less than eight hours off before the watch immediately following a work period
of 12 or more consecutive hours, or ..."

On November 12,1991, as provided for in Letter Agreement 90-153, the location at issue
established an individual local letter of agreement implementing a 12-hour shift schedule, including
certain clarifications of the generic agreement. Item NO.4 of the local agreement addressed issues
related to Relief Operators.
In part, the local agreement states: "Hours of Relief Shift Employees: This agreement, Item E
Vacation or Other Extended Relief, Number 2 shall be amended to allow the assignment of Reliefs
for less than a full week."

"... Section B, Items 2 and 4 shall be amended to allow employees utilized to cover a vacant shift
and who are also scheduled to work a following shift, that would require such employees to work
20 or more hours in a 24 hour period, shall be excused from working the shift, but shall,
nevertheless, be paid for the shift."

A number of issues were discussed; one, whether the Relief Operator was committed to the relief
assignment since he didn't relieve on 5/8 and did not work the full shift on 5/14; two, does the
language in Letter Agreement R1-90-153 modify the language in the Relief Shift Agreement; three,
should the employee have filled the vacant shift on 5/11.
The Relief Shift Agreement sates that a Relief Shift employee shall be considered to be available
with certain exceptions, one of which is where the Relief employee is committed to an extended (one
week or more) relief assignment. The local agreement amends this section of the Relief Shift
Agreement to permit "the assignment of Reliefs for less than a full workweek." The Pre-Review
Committee cannot determine the intent of the local parties in their modification of this language. It
would appear that with this modification, a relief employee could be considered committed to the
relief of another employee on a day-by-day basis, rather than in increments of a week or more. With
that being the case, the Committee agreed that the grievant was on an extended relief, but could
have been assigned to work the shift on 5/11 pursuant to Subsection 17(a) of Letter Agreement No.
90-153.
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The Relief Agreement and Section 17 of the Letter Agreement are extremely difficult to apply to the
facts in this case, especially given the additional modifications contained in the local agreement.
Therefore, in an effort to resolve this case, the Committee agrees to pay the grievant six hours at the
overtime rate. Additionally, the Committee recommends that the parties to the local agreement take
steps to clarify their intent in reference to the statement that Relief Agreement Subsection c.4.a. (4)
may be applied for less.
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